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PREFACE

“Meetings, meetings, meetings … too many, too often, too long”: a common 
refrain and complaint in today’s organizations. Yet as much time as people spend 
in meetings and as many critical decisions and errors are made in meetings, it is 
surprising how little reflection and thought is devoted to the subject. Perhaps 
it is because we attend so many meetings we think we know all about them.  
As Fletcher (1984) has commented:

It is, when you think about it, astonishing how cocksure most of us are about meetings. We treat 
them – as we would never treat tennis, golf, or horse-riding, let alone accountancy or computer 
programming – as though they can be mastered without training or guidance, or even much 
forethought (p. 13).

In Managing Meetings in Organizations Meinecke, Allen, and Lehmann-
Willenbrock have assembled a set of chapters that provides this much needed 
reflection on meetings, their problems, their challenges, and what can be done to 
make them more effective. This volume includes chapters about a wide range of 
subjects related to meetings, some of which address well-known issues and others 
which break new ground.

After introducing conceptual foundations for the study of meetings, the vol-
ume considers the impact of meetings on individuals and the team itself. The 
importance of reflexivity in fostering effective meetings and enabling meetings is 
explored in depth. Attention then turns to the dynamics of gender and diversity 
in meetings, a topic much in need of exploration. The development of divisions 
and faultlines in meetings is a serious issue, and two excellent chapters consider 
the effects of faultlines and how they can be prevented or dissolved. The final sec-
tion of the book focuses on leadership and strategy in meetings.

Managing Meetings in Organizations makes an important contribution to our 
understanding of this elemental social form. Meetings will always be with us in 
modern society, and explaining and improving them is a great contribution to 
organizational effectiveness.

This is the first volume of the Research on Managing Groups and Teams series 
that has been issued under the sponsorship of INGRoup, the Interdisciplinary 
Network for Group Research. I am proud to have this as our inaugural volume.

Marshall Scott Poole
Series Editor

FURTHER READING
Fletcher, W. (1984). Meetings, meetings: How to manipulate them and make them more fun. New York, 

NY: William Morrow.
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FOREWORD

While I don’t love attending meetings, I do love studying them. And so do many, 
many others. Research on the topic of workplace meetings is exploding at an 
incredible rate. The work spans disciplines and spans the globe. A book like this 
allows us to stop, breathe, and get a good sense of where we are and where we 
need to go. I am grateful to the authors for taking on this meaningful effort.

This book does an excellent job highlighting the evolutionary origins of meet-
ings and the different types of meetings that we encounter in contemporary 
organizations. The book then proceeds to capturing and discussing individual 
(specifically well-being) and team processes in meetings (including the role of 
entitativity and team reflexivity in meetings) before delving into the topic of 
diversity and gender in meetings. The book closes with three book chapters that 
shed new light on leadership and strategy processes that emerge in and through 
meetings. I also really appreciate that the different book chapters each lay out an 
agenda for research that can be incredibly helpful.

Meeting science is clearly evolving and maturing. I am excited to see meet-
ing science finding its footing and establishing a nice balance of primary studies, 
evidence-based practice pieces designed to improve the current state of meetings 
at work, and integrative book efforts like this. Thank you to the authors for their 
excellent work and being such good stewards of meeting science.

Sincerely,

Steven Rogelberg
Chancellor’s Professor

Professor, Psychology, Management, and Organizational Science,  
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, USA
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